
Junior Backend Developer (m/w/d)
Dive into Our Visionary Project and Rock the Remote World! (Europe)

Fahrschulcockpit GmbH, Nils Hartig, Moos 52, 85614 Kirchseeon

Hey you! Yes, you! Are you ready to kick-start your career as a Backend Developer and bring your talent to an exciting and innovative project? Are 
you prepared to take on responsibility and collaborate with a dedicated team to create something extraordinary? Then you‘ve come to the 
right place!

<!YourFuturePlayground>
  Develop and implement cool REST APIs with Java Spring

→  Play with Amazon AWS to ensure our solutions are always available and scalable

→  Optimize PostgreSQL databases to manage our data efficiently and reliably

→  Work hand in hand with frontend developers and other cool people in our remote team

if(YourSkills)
→  You have gained the necessary knowledge in the field of computer science through education, a degree, or self-study

→  You have some experience with Java Spring and REST APIs and want to learn more

→  You‘re familiar with Amazon AWS and PostgreSQL databases

get(WhatYouExpectFromUS)
→ The unique chance to be part of an exciting and innovative project – no matter where in Europe you are

→  100% remote workplace with regular virtual team meetings

→  Room for personal growth and creative expression

→  Flat hierarchies and fast decision-making processes

→  Flexible working hours

→ Attractive remuneration and cool benefits

Are you ready to rock the backend world and take our project to the next level? Let us know who you are and what drives you! Just send an 
email to info@fahrschulcockpit.de with your CV and a few lines about why you‘re the right person for our team. You can also send us a short 
video introducing yourself and telling us about your skills and experiences. We‘re excited to meet you and achieve great things together! 
Remember, we‘re particularly interested in connecting with talented individuals from Eastern and Southeastern Europe. We understand the 
unique cultural backgrounds and believe that this diversity will bring valuable perspectives and ideas to our team. So don‘t hesitate, join us in 
our quest to revolutionize the software development world!


